This is below the experimental value for round pipes, and is about half what might be expected to be the experimental value for a flat pipe, which leaves a margin to meet the other kinematical conditions for steady mean-mean-motion.
fL -P ;r dx
where l is one of the lateral dimensions of the pipe; and that the expression for this resistance is complex, but shows that above the critical velocity the relative-mean-motion is limited, and that the resistances increase as a power of the velocity higher than the first. (Abstract.)
The transformation of a zonal harmonic referred to a pole on a sphere to another pole on the same sphere, and its expression in a series containing the 2n + l harmonics of the same order referred to this new pole, is an operation frequently employed in physical research. The purpose of this paper is the investigation of certain functions of the angular distance between the poles which occur when a general tesseral harmonic is transformed from one poie and plane to another pole and another plane of reference. If the coordinates of any point on the sphere when referred to the first pole are ft and ; ft denoting the colatitude, and 7' the longitude; and if the co ordinates of the same point when referred to the second pole are and q ; S' denoting the colatitude and q the longitude referred to a plane through the two poles, it is shown that cos mft -cos mq^um,o-Pu(.l/) + f Umr • + sinOT7 . . P w ) s i n rch 11 + r \ 4G Prof. A . H. Leahy. On certain Functions [May 24, P(n,m y) sin my' = sin my j um > 0. P" (r) + 2 X P (, ) cos r2 | . %-T ! cos m y.
vmr . P ) sin where P(re,m,/) is the " associated function" -• (1-/ 2)ra/2; /a n d
v ai e put for cos ft , cos ^, 7 is the longitude of the secon to the original pole and plane, and vmr are the functions of the angular distance between the poles whose properties are discussed in the papei. "When m is zero, i.e., when the function umr reduces to P ( n , r , j i ) ,i f is put for cos d he general equations connecting the functions, and the values of the functions for general and for particular values of m and r are investigated.
If S' and e ' are the colatitude and longitude of a point referred to the second pole and any plane through the pole, the integral of the product of any two tesseral harmonics both of the nth. order over the surface of a sphere can he expressed concisely in terms of the functions Umr, vmr.The result is j j P (n,m,p!) cos {my' + x) . P (
if 7 is the longitude of the second pole referred to the plane through the first, 6 the longitude of the first pole referred to the plane through the second, ft is the angular distance between the poles, and x, p are constants. The functions u)nr, vmr are connected by several equations, bearing a great resemblance to equations connecting tesseral harmonics of the same order. They are of course functions of n, and should be written, when n may have different values, in the form un;M r,vn. M/, but the n is omitted for brevity in most of the results. Some of the most important results are the following, the dashes denoting differential Um,r+ i-2 r cot ft um r + (n + r) {n (27) .
All the relations connecting umr,vmr, &c., are d relations being obtained by interchanging u and v.
The differential equation satisfied by either function is of the fourth •order, the two functions being different solutions of this equation. The two remaining solutions of the equation have also been obtained, and called " functions of the second kind." The equation of finite differences satisfied by the functions is also of the fourth order.
The general value of umr is-2 u mr = P (n,m + r 5/u)
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,-, ------;P (n,m-r,n), n-m ! n + m -r ! where I(r/2) is the greatest integer in r/2. The value of vmr is given by -! ---■ + m -t ! is the value of umr( i r l 2) when odd; the series being continued until one of the factorials in the denominator becomes negative; and n being supposed greater than 2m. When ni s less than 2m, the lower limit of t is A similar series gives the values of when m is odd, and of Vmr( y r l 2 ) when m is even for the case when is odd. The values of umr{irl2 )when m is even and of «w(?r/2) when m is odd, are in this case equal to zero.
When n-r is even, the values of r/2) when is odd, and of Vmr(irl2) when m is even, are also equal to zero.
The value of umr is in all cases equal to urm , and the value of vm r is equal to vrm. This result gives several algebraic identities, using general values of umr. Since uor = P u m,o -P ( n , m , / j b ) , whence we get the result that | P (n,m,pf) cos my'dq = 2jtP" . P cos my.
Thus the line integral of a Laplace's function referred to the first pole along a small circle described about the second pole at angular distance 8 from it is the value of the function at the second multiplied by 2irPn(v) . sin 8, where v is cos 8. Equations can also be obtained connecting and un+im,r, where the w's are different. The most useful result is n (n-m + l) (n -r + l) un+\,m,r-(2n + l) n l) cos j3unmr + (n + 1) (n + m) (n + r) = .... (45), and a similar equation obtained by interchanging u and v. From this equation a table of the functions for different values of n can be cal culated, and is given from n = 0 to number of the functions for any given value of n is (n + l)2 + n2.
Two physical applications of the results are given. The first is an application of the result of a line integral of a Laplace's function re ferred to one pole along a small circle described about another. The resul t is employed to establish that the law assumed by Boltzmann and Maxwell for the number of particles which have a given velocity in an irregular system of moving molecules (or a " disturbed gas ") is unaltered in form by collisions between the molecules. In the second application the functions are used to find the mutual potential energy of two layers of gravitating matter on two spheres, the density at any point on each sphere being expressed in terms of spherical harmonics referred to fixed coordinates upon it, and the spheres having a p position with reference to the fine joining their centres. The case of two ellipsoids not differing much from spheres is also worked out numerically, and the stable positions discussed. A stable orbit is possible with the major axes of the ellipsoids constantly in a straight line. If one ellipsoid is fixed and the other projected so as to de scribe a nearly circular orbit about it, with its major axis initially pointing to the centre of the other, the orbit will be possible if in a plane perpendicular to the least axis of the greater, but the devia tion of the major axis of the second from the line of centres will con tain a term which to the first approximation is secular, and may ultimately cause this axis to deviate from its initial position. There are three stable positions for the second ellipsoid if the first ellipsoid is fixed and the centre of the other fixed. These positions will in general be with the major axis of the second pointing towards the centre of the first, and in a line with the major, mean, and least axes of the first, but if c, the distance between the centres, is so small that where ax a/a/' are the least, mean, and greatest axes of the first sphere, the stable positions will be different. Thus the stable positions will always be with major axis of the second in the line of centres if c2/ax 2 is greater than 7/5.
The " functions of the second kind," which are the two remaining solutions of the differential equation of the fourth order satisfied by umrvmr, are also briefly investigated.
IV. " On the Measurement of the Magnetic Properties of Iron."
By T homas Gray, B.Sc., E.R.S.E., Professor of Dynamic Engineering, The Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana. Communicated by Lord Kelvin, P.R.S. Received April 6, 1894.
(Abstract.) This paper gives the results of a continuation of the investigation which formed the subject of a paper communicated to the Royal Society in 1892, and published in the ' Philosophical Transactions,' VOL. LVI.
